Notification of Final Result
This has reference to the advertisement dated 25.02.2019 in leading newspapers and detailed advertisement
& notification on our Bank’s website inviting applications for recruitment of Product Managers for the
Bank’s Liabilities & Deposit Mobilization Department, at Baroda Corporate Centre Mumbai.
The candidates shortlisted for the further selection process for the 6 different posts of Product Managers were
called at the Baroda Corporate Center, Mumbai on 04.05.2019.
Subsequent to the above, the result is now being declared for the candidates who have been provisionally
found suitable for selection for the following posts of Product Managers subject to medical fitness,
eligibility, submission of requisite certificates / documents etc.

APPLICANT NUMBER

POST
Product Manager-Saving Account
Product Manager-Merchant Acquisition(Point of Sale)

2019BOBPM410310
2019BOBPM210252

*Please note that appointment is provisional and candidate will be allowed to join only upon submission of sufficient
documentary evidence of meeting the eligibility criteria as prescribed in our advertisement dated 25.02.2019
&addendum dated 05.04.2019.

Only an e-copy of the digitally signed appointment letter will be sent to the registered Email Id of the
candidate provisionally selected for the above mentioned post.
Candidate is advised to keep his testimonials, documents, relieving letter/s from the present & previous
employers and all other documents in support of the eligibility as detailed out in the advertisement dated
25.02.2019 & addendum dated 05.04.2019 in readiness, for verification by the Bank as and when called for.
We are also publishing a ‘Waiting list’ of candidates, for the following posts, who shall be considered against
drop out/cancellation.

WAITING LIST
POST
Product Manager-Saving Account
Product Manager-Merchant Acquisition(Point of Sale)

APPLICANT NUMBER
2019BOBPM410205
2019BOBPM210114

* Waiting list will be valid till 31.12.2019

All care has been taken in compiling the Final result. However, bank reserves the right to rectify any
inadvertent error.
Decision of the Bank in all matters pertaining to selection process shall be final and binding.
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